Title: Dressed Down  
Collection: MFA Exhibitions  
Exhibition Name: Repurposed  
Exhibition Date: 3/31/2008-4/11/2008  
Creator: Andrea Eckert  
Year of Exhibition: Spring 2008  
MFA focus: painting  
Measurement Display: 18"x42"  
Type: Painting  
Material: Mixed Media Assemblage  
Credits: John Shaw, photographer  
Location: Kendall Atrium Gallery

Title: Still Left  
Collection: MFA Exhibitions Exhibition  
Name: Repurposed Exhibition  
Date: 3/31/2008-4/11/2008  
Creator: Andrea Eckert  
Year of Exhibition: Spring 2008 MFA  
focus: painting  
Measurement Display: 25"x33.5"  
Type: Painting  
Material: Mixed Media Assemblage  
Credits: John Shaw, photographer  
Location: Kendall Atrium Gallery

Title: Wind Tunnel  
Collection: MFA Exhibitions Exhibition  
Name: Repurposed Exhibition  
Date: 3/31/2008-4/11/2008  
Creator: Andrea Eckert  
Year of Exhibition: Spring 2008 MFA  
focus: painting  
Measurement Display: 24"x21" Type: Painting  
Material: Mixed Media Assemblage  
Credits: John Shaw, photographer  
Location: Kendall Atrium Gallery